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Course structure
The content of the training course is structured so that your 
learning develops using a simple step-by-step process. 

Introduction 
What piece of the supply-chain you’re responsible for 
and your role within the product defence team.

The standards 
Requirements for identifying internal vulnerabilities 
and where these are found within the food-related 
standards.

The requirements
What you have to do for compliance and the essential 
elements that need to be included.

Interpretation
What the requirements mean, to help you 
understand how to identify vulnerabilities in your 
internal supply-chain.

Understanding how
How to identify vulnerable threats that are pertinent to 
your internal business activities. 
 
Monitoring
How to proactively monitor emerging vulnerable threats 
that could impact your internal business activities.

Summary
Key points to remember for identifying threats and 
vulnerabilities in your internal supply-chain.
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Assessment 
Throughout the course, formative assessment is used to check learning and at the end of the 
course, summative assessment is used to test that learning outcomes have been met, using multiple 
choice questions. 

Course content

Introduction
The course introduction outlines what subjects will be covered in the training course. It explains the piece of 
the supply-chain that you’re responsible for, your role within the product defence team, the start and finish 
points of the internal supply-chain and the scope of custody for materials.

Learning outcomes: Who is upstream and downstream in your supply-chain, what expertise is needed for 
your piece of the supply-chain, what the types of custody of material are, what the start and finish points of 
custody are internally, what activities are included when identifying vulnerable threats, what must be included 
when establishing your scope of custody and how this is defined.

The standards 
This section covers the specific clauses and sections where food defence can be found in the different food-
related standards. It also explains terminology.

Learning outcomes: No learning outcomes have been set for this section, as it provides reference 
information only.

The requirements
This section provides an overview of what you need to do, in line with the requirements for compliance. It 
includes, the scope of your assessment, protection measures and horizon scanning.

Learning outcomes: No learning outcomes have been set for this section, as it provides reference 
information only.

Interpretation
In order to interpret the requirements, this section explains what the requirements expect you to do. It expands 
the requirements to explain the types of threats you need to consider internally to establish your scope of 
custody, examples of the types of vulnerable threats pertinent to the internal supply-chain, the extent of the 
business’s accountabilities and responsibilities and financial and physical custody transfer. 

Learning outcomes: What types of threat must be identified internally, what types of materials are vulnerable, 
why materials are vulnerable, what vulnerable materials must be protected from in the internal supply-chain 
and what must be considered when vulnerable threats have been identified.

Understanding how
This section provides the level of detail needed for you to learn how to identify the types of threats that are 
pertinent to your internal business activities. There’s a 4-step process provided that teaches how to define 
the facility, creating a layout to divide up areas on site for assessment, how to assess each area using a set 
methodology with example questions for different types of threat and how to document your findings so these 
can be used for creating protection measures. This section also considers contracted service suppliers and 
agents and brokers. 

Learning outcomes: What must be defined in your scope of custody for locations, what vulnerable threats 
are pertinent internally, what is used to identify threats in each area of the site, why areas are segregated for 
product defence, what type of vulnerable threats in each area must be assessed, what elements must be 
considered when assessing what creates a vulnerable threat - including business owned vehicles and why 
documented information is valuable for the assessment of threats in each area. 
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Course content

Monitoring
This section provides structure on how to monitor emerging internal vulnerable threats that could impact 
your business activities. It includes who is responsible for monitoring, where and when to look for vulnerable 
threats, the sources of information you can use, the types of evidence you need to gather and what you must 
keep records of. 

Learning outcomes: What name is given to proactive monitoring of threats and vulnerabilities, who is 
responsible for monitoring, what can influence the need to look for vulnerable threats in the internal 
supply-chain, how to prove to an auditor that monitoring is being carried out and what is essential in your 
monitoring activities.

Summary
In the last section, you’ll be given an overview of the key points to remember from the course.

Learning outcomes: No learning outcomes have been set for this section as it reviews previous content.

Activities 
To aid your learning in this training, we’ve included activities throughout the course to confirm your 
understanding of key subject information before you progress forward.

• Quiz questions: These are straightforward multiple choice questions. You’ll simply be asked to select the 
correct answer and try again until you get it right. 

• Creative exercises: These activities involve selecting and arranging items to achieve the correct outcome. 

Learning materials
Your training has a PDF you can download and print. This includes notes pages, checklists and content from 
the course.
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